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Spatially resolved and time-resolved imaging of transport of indirect excitons in high magnetic fields
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We present the direct measurements of magnetoexciton transport. Excitons give the opportunity to realize the
high magnetic-field regime for composite bosons with magnetic fields of a few tesla. Long lifetimes of indirect
excitons allow the study of kinetics of magnetoexciton transport with time-resolved optical imaging of exciton
photoluminescence. We performed spatially, spectrally, and time-resolved optical imaging of transport of indirect
excitons in high magnetic fields. We observed that an increasing magnetic field slows down magnetoexciton
transport. The time-resolved measurements of the magnetoexciton transport distance allowed for an experimental
estimation of the magnetoexciton diffusion coefficient. An enhancement of the exciton photoluminescence energy
at the laser excitation spot was found to anticorrelate with the exciton transport distance. A theoretical model of
indirect magnetoexciton transport is presented and is in agreement with the experimental data.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.95.235308

I. INTRODUCTION

An indirect exciton (IX) is a bosonic (quasi)particle
consisting of a bound electron (e) and a hole (h) confined
to spatially separated quantum well (QW) layers [Fig. 1(a)].
The spatial separation of the electron and hole reduces their
wave-function overlap, leading to IX lifetimes several orders
of magnitude longer than those of regular direct excitons. IXs
also form oriented dipoles and have repulsive interactions
that facilitate disorder screening. The long IX lifetimes and
ability to screen disorder enable long-range transport of IXs
before recombination with transport distances reaching up to
hundreds of micrometers [1–13].
Several transport phenomena have been observed in systems of IXs, including the inner ring in the IX emission pattern [5,8,9,12,14–16], laser-induced IX trapping [17–20], IX
localization-delocalization transitions in random [5,8,9], periodic [21,22], and moving [23,24] potentials, IX spin transport
[25,26], and coherent IX transport with suppressed scattering
[27,28]. Long-range IX transport also has enabled the realization of several excitonic devices including excitonic ramps
[1,7,29,30], conveyers [10,13,23,24], and transistors [31–35].
A system of IXs also provides a unique opportunity to
study transport of cold bosons in the high magnetic-field
regime. Whereas transport of fermions in high magnetic fields
has shown remarkable properties [36], studies of bosons
in the high magnetic-field regime have remained elusive to
experimenters due to the magnitude of the magnetic fields
required. The high magnetic-field regime is achieved when
the cyclotron energy is comparable to the binding energy of
the boson constituents, which requires B ∼ 106 T for atoms.
In contrast, the high magnetic-field regime for excitons is
achievable in a laboratory, requiring only a few tesla, due
to their small masses and binding energies [37]. In addition to
enabling the high magnetic-field regime, IXs possess several
other advantageous properties for studying transport of cold
bosons in high magnetic fields: Long IX lifetimes enable
transport distances that are long enough to be observed with
optical imaging; IXs can cool to low temperatures below
the temperature of quantum degeneracy due to their long
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lifetimes and fast energy relaxation in QWs [38]; the density
of photoexcited e-h systems can be controlled by the laser
excitation, which allows the realization of virtually any LL
filling factor.
An exciton in the high magnetic-field regime, a MX
[37,39–41], is composed of an electron and a hole in LL
states. The MX dispersion is defined by a coupling between
the MX center-of-mass motion and the internal structure: An
electron and a hole of a MX are forced to travel with the
same velocity and produce on each other a Coulomb force
that is balanced by the Lorentz force. This causes MXs with
2
momentum k to acquire an in-plane electric dipole
√ reh = klB
in the direction perpendicular to k, where lB = h̄c/(eB) is
the magnetic length. The coupling between reh and k allows
the MX dispersion E(k) to be calculated from the Coulomb
potential between the electron and the hole as a function of reh .
At small k, the MX dispersion is parabolic and can be described

FIG. 1. (a) Coupled QW (CQW) band diagram. (b) Dispersion
for IX in a zero magnetic field (orange). Dispersion for indirect
magnetoexciton (IMX) formed from e and h in zeroth Landau levels
(LLs) in high B (purple). Sum of the e and h LL energies (the
black dashed line). Photon dispersion (blue). (c) Schematic of the
rectangular laser excitation pulse profile. Time t = 0 ns corresponds
to the onset of the laser pulse. The pulse width τwidth = 500 ns and
pulse period τpulse = 1.3 μs.
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FIG. 2. x-energy IMX PL images taken during the laser excitation pulse. Images are taken for several delay times t after the onset of the
laser pulse and several magnetic fields. Each image is integrated over a time window of δt = 4 ns. Tbath = 1.5 K and average Pex = 670 μW
for all data. Laser excitation is centered around x = 0.

by an effective MX mass that grows with B. Figure 1(b) shows
the transformation of the 1s exciton dispersion at B = 0 to
the 0e -0h MX dispersion at high B (MX composed of an
electron and hole each in the zeroth LL). Several collective
states and transport phenomena have been predicted for gases
of MXs including a paired Laughlin liquid [42], an excitonic
charge-density-wave state [43], a condensate of MXs [44,45],
the exciton Hall effect [46,47], superfluidity [44,45,47,48], and
localization [49].
The MX properties can be probed by photoluminescence
(PL) techniques. In GaAs QW structures, free two-dimensional
(2D) MXs can recombine radiatively when they are composed
from electrons and holes at LLs with Ne = Nh , where N is the
LL number of the electron and hole, their spin projections on
the z direction is Jz = ±1, and their momentum k lies within
the intersection between the MX
√ dispersion surface EMX (k)
and the photon cone E = h̄kc/ ε [blue curve in Fig. 1(b)],
called the radiative zone [50–53] (ε is the dielectric constant).
Free MXs with Ne = Nh , Jz = ±2, or k outside the radiative
zone remain dark.
In earlier studies of excitons in high magnetic fields,
excitons and deexcitons in dense e-h plasmas in single
QWs were observed [54,55]. However, short lifetimes of
excitons in single QWs did not allow the achievement of
low exciton temperatures or long-range exciton transport
before recombination. Recently, the transport properties of
cold MXs were addressed with IMXs in CQWs by imaging
of an IMX emission cloud in cw experiments [56]. In these
experiments, long-range transport was evidenced for IMXs
composed of electrons and holes in the lowest LLs, however
no time-resolved measurement of the IMX cloud expansion
directly showing IMX transport was performed. The magneticfield effects on IX energies [57–62], dispersion relations
[37,63–66], and spin states [26,67] have also been studied.

In this paper, we present direct measurements of IX transport
in high magnetic fields, achieved with spatially, spectrally, and
time-resolved optical imagings.
II. EXPERIMENT

IXs were studied in a n+ − i − n+ GaAs CQW grown by
molecular beam epitaxy [Fig. 1(a)]. The i region is a pair of
8-nm GaAs QWs separated by a 4-nm Al0.33 Ga0.67 As barrier,
all surrounded by 200-nm Al0.33 Ga0.67 As layers. The spacing
between the electron and the hole layers derived from the IX
energy shift with applied voltage is d ∼ 11.5 nm, close to
the nominal distance between the QW centers. The n+ layers
are Si-doped GaAs with nSi = 5 × 1017 cm−3 . The indirect
regime where the IX is the lowest-energy state was achieved
by applying voltage V = 1.4 V across the n+ layers.
Time-resolved optical imaging using a pulsed laser excitation was performed. IXs were photogenerated with a 658-nm
(1.88-eV) laser with a pulse duration of τwidth = 500 ns and
a pulse period of τpulse = 1.3 μs with an edge sharpness of
∼1 ns [Fig. 1(c)]. The rectangular-shaped pulses were realized
by a pulse generator driving a semiconductor laser. The period
and duty cycle were optimized to allow the IMX PL image
to reach equilibrium during the laser excitation and decay
between laser pulses. The laser was focused to a R0 = 4.5-μm
half width at half maximum (HWHM) spot. Images were
integrated over 4-ns windows (δt = 4 ns) and taken for several
delay times t after the onset of the laser pulse, defined such
that a delay time t corresponds to an image taken during time
t − δt to t.
The images were captured with the use of a liquid-nitrogencooled CCD coupled to a PicoStar HR TauTec time-gated
intensifier. The PL was passed through a spectrometer with
a resolution of 0.18 meV before entering the intensifier and
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FIG. 3. (a) IMX transport radius R vs delay time t for B =
0–10 T. (b) R 2 vs t for B = 0–10 T. (c) Measured IMX diffusion
coefficient vs B (see text). Tbath = 1.5 K and average excitation power
Pex = 670 μW for all data.

CCD in order to obtain spectral resolution. The spectrally
and time-resolved imaging enables the direct measurement
of the evolution of the IX PL intensity and energy as a
function of delay time t. All measurements were performed at
Tbath = 1.5 K with applied magnetic fields up to 10 T oriented
perpendicular to the CQW plane.
Figure 2 shows a sample of x-energy images of the IMX PL
spanning over a range of delay times t and several magnetic
fields. All images in Fig. 2 are taken during the laser excitation
(t < τwidth ) with the laser centered around x = 0. The magnetic
field has an effect on both the IMX transport distance and the
energy; the IMX PL signal morphs to a chevron shape with
increasing magnetic field. The expansion of the IMX cloud
due to IMX transport is observed directly over time and is
characterized by a transport radius R, where R is the HWHM
of the spectrally integrated IMX emission. Figure 3(a) shows
R vs t for each B. With increasing magnetic field, the IMX
transport slows down as seen by the flattening of the slope of
the curves R(t) with increasing B.
The slowing down of the IMX transport with increasing B
is consistent with the IMX effective mass M(B) enhancement.
The latter was observed in earlier experiments [64] and derived
in earlier theoretical works [37,65,66]. For instance, it was
shown that for the IXs in the GaAs CQW, the application of
magnetic-field B = 10 T results in the enhancement of M(B)
by more than five times [37,64–66]. The IMX mass increase
affects both the IMX diffusion and the drift since both the
exciton diffusion coefficient D and the exciton mobility μx
are inversely proportional to the mass [68].
The time-resolved imaging of the IMX cloud expansion
enables the estimation of IMX transport characteristics.
Figure 3(b) shows that, at the initial delay times, R 2 grows
nearly linearly with t. Fitting to the slope by R 2 ∼ R02 + D ∗ t
gives an estimate of the effective IX diffusion coefficient D ∗ ,
which encapsulates both D and μx . A quantitative description
of D ∗ is presented in Sec. III. The values of D ∗ estimated
from this experiment are plotted in Fig. 3(c) and are found
to decrease with increasing B, quantifying the IMX transport
suppression in high B.
We note also that at long delays the slope of R 2 (t) reduces.
This is consistent with the theory (Sec. III) and is mainly due

FIG. 4. IMX decay after laser pulse termination. (a) x-energy
IMX PL images taken during a laser pulse (t = 500 ns) and after a
laser pulse termination (t > 500 ns) for several magnetic fields. (b)
Total IMX PL intensity (integrated over all x’s and E’s) vs t for
B = 0 and 10 T. (c) Measured IMX lifetime vs B. Tbath = 1.5 K and
average Pex = 670 μW for all data.

to the finite IX lifetime
τ , which limits the exciton transport
√
distance by R ∼ Dτ .
The ring-shaped exciton PL due to the PL intensity suppression in the region of the laser excitation spot [5,8,9,12,14–16]
around x = 0 can be seen during the excitation pulse at long
delay times when the conditions become similar to the cw
excitation considered in earlier works [56], see, e.g., the
t = 500-ns, B = 0 image in Fig. 2. However, the ring contrast
is smaller in the presented time-resolved experiments than in
the earlier cw experiments [56] because the laser excitation
was more tightly focused in the cw experiments [56].
The kinetics of the IMX decay after the laser pulse
termination is presented in Fig. 4. The decay of the IMX PL
intensity after the laser pulse termination can be fit to extract
the IMX lifetime as seen in Fig. 4(b), where IPL is the total PL
intensity integrated over all energies and x. The IMX lifetime
is observed to increase with B [Fig. 4(c)], in agreement with
the earlier spatially integrated measurements [59]. The IMX
dispersion flattening with increasing B [Fig. 1(b)] reduces the
energy width of the radiative zone, thus contributing to the
IMX lifetime increase.
The evolution of the IMX PL energy is presented in Fig. 5.
Figures 5(a)
the IMX average PL energy
 and 5(b) show

M1 (x) = EI (x,E)dE/ I (x,E)dE as a function of delay
time t for B = 5 T. During the laser excitation pulse, the IMX
PL blueshifts over time [Fig. 5(a)]. This can be explained
as follows. IMXs are oriented dipoles with a built-in dipole
moment ed and therefore interact repulsively. Thus, IMX
energy increases with density. IMXs are photoexcited, and
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FIG. 5. IMX energy presented by the first moment of IMX PL M1 (x) for different delay times (a) during the laser pulse and (b) after the
laser pulse. B = 5 T. (c) IMX energy shift M1 (t) − M1 (t = 12 ns) at x = 0. (d) IMX transport radius R vs IMX energy shift at x = 0 for
several B’s at two delays: t = 80 ns (filled markers) and t = 500 ns (open markers). Tbath = 1.5 K and average Pex = 670 μW for all data.

their density grows with time after the onset of laser excitation,
leading to a blueshift of the IMX emission line with time.
Similarly, the IMX emission line redshifts after the laser
excitation is terminated [dashed lines in Fig. 5(b)], and this
is due to a decrease in IMX density and therefore a reduction
of repulsive IMX-IMX interaction.
For all delay times, M1 (x) is peaked in the laser excitation
region around x = 0 and reduces with x, following the
reducing IMX density away from the laser excitation spot.
Figure 5(c) presents the IMX energy shift M1 (t) − M1 (t =
12 ns) at x = 0 (here the IMX energy is plotted relative to
the IMX energy at t = 12 ns to compensate for the IMX
diamagnetic energy shift [56]). A larger blueshift is observed
over time for higher magnetic fields [Fig. 5(c)]. This is
due to the IMX density accumulation in the excitation spot
region originating from the suppression of IMX transport
away from the excitation spot with increasing B [Fig. 3(a)].
The suppression of IMX transport and, as a result, IMX
density accumulation near the IMX generation site, is stronger
with increasing magnetic fields. This effect also is presented
in Fig. 5(d) showing that the IMX transport distance R
anticorrelates with the IMX energy shift at x = 0.
Figure 6(a) shows the laser excitation power Pex dependence of the evolution of the IMX transport distance. The
IMX density is controlled with Pex ; higher Pex corresponds
to higher IMX density. At low densities (Pex = 25 μW), the
radius of the IMX emission cloud is essentially that of the laser
excitation spot, indicating that IMX transport is suppressed.
In contrast, at high densities (Pex = 670 μW), the IMX cloud
extends well beyond the laser excitation spot due to longrange IMX transport [Fig. 6(a)]. The different IMX transport
distances between the two densities are understood in terms
of disorder screening. At low densities, IMXs are localized
in the disorder potential of the sample. However, since IMXs
interact repulsively, at higher densities, they effectively screen
the disorder potential and become delocalized, and long-range
IMX transport is observed at higher excitation powers.
Figure 6(b) shows that the IMX energy shift is stronger for
the higher laser power. A higher repulsive IMX interaction
at higher IMX densities contributes to this. We note however
that the population of higher LL states also can contribute to a
larger blueshift. An investigation of the kinetics of individual
LL states is the subject of future work.

III. THEORY

A model based on exciton transport and thermalization is
used to simulate the IMX kinetics in high magnetic fields. We
solved the following set of coupled equations for the IMX
density n and temperature T ,
∂n
n
= ∇[D∇n + μx n∇(u0 n)] +  − ,
∂t
τ
∂T
= Spump − Sphonon .
∂t

(1)
(2)

Here, ∇ is the 2D ∇ operator using cylindrical symmetry.
The first and second terms in square brackets in Eq. (1)
describe IMX diffusion and drift currents, respectively. The
latter originates from the repulsive dipolar interactions and is
approximated by u0 = 4π e2 d/ε [9]. The diffusion coefficient

FIG. 6. Laser excitation power dependence. (a) IMX transport
radius R vs t for average laser excitation powers Pex = 25 and
670 μW. (b) IMX energy shift at x = 0 vs t for Pex = 25 and
670 μW. Tbath = 1.5 K and B = 3 T for all data.
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FIG. 7. (a) Calculated IMX transport distance R vs delay time
t. (b) Spatially averaged diffusion coefficient D vs B for t = 10 ns.
(c) Calculated IMX energy shift at x = 0 vs t. (d) IMX energy shift
at x = 0 vs R for t = 80 ns (filled markers) and t = 500 ns (open
markers).

FIG. 8. (a) Calculated IMX transport distance R and (b) IMX
energy shift at x = 0 vs delay time t for Pex = 25 μW (red) and
670 μW (blue).

D(n,T ,M) is inversely proportional to the IMX effective mass
M(B) and describes the magnetic-field-induced reduction
in IMX transport. D also accounts for the screening of
the random QW disorder potential by IMXs [8,9,68]. The
mobility μx is given by μx = D(eT0 /T − 1)/(kB T0 ) where
T0 = π h̄2 n/[2M(B)kB ] is the quantum degeneracy temperature. The IMX generation rate  has a Gaussian profile with
the same width as the laser excitation beam. τ is the IMX
optical lifetime. The thermalization Eq. (2) describes heating
of excitons by nonresonant photoexcitation Spump (T0 ,T ) and
cooling via interaction with bulk longitudinal acoustic phonons
Sphonon (T0 ,T ). The emission intensity is extracted from n/τ .
Expressions for D, Spump , Sphonon , and τ can be found in
Ref. [9].
The magnetic-field dependence enters Eqs. (1) and (2) via
D and T0 since both depend on M(B). In addition, τ is given
by the single k = 0 IMX lifetime τr (B) divided by the fraction
of IMXs that are inside the radiative zone. The radiative
zone is the region in momentum space contained within the
intersection between the photon and the exciton dispersion
surfaces, the latter being a function of M(B) [Fig. 1(b)]. The
increase in M(B) decreases the energy width of the radiative
zone, which lowers its occupation and enhances τ . At the
same time, the magnetic field shrinks the in-plane Bohr radius,
increasing the probability of electron-hole recombination
and thus decreasing τ. M(B) and τr (B) were determined in
Refs. [65,66] by calculating eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
describing the relative motion of a Coulomb bound electronhole pair using the multisublevel approach [65,66,69].
The experimental data in Fig. 4(c) show the IMX lifetime
increasing with B. This indicates that the reduction of the
radiative zone is the dominant effect in determining the IMX
lifetime. In contrast, the calculated τ decreases with increasing
B at temperatures below about 2 K and increases with
increasing B at higher temperatures [66]. This discrepancy

is likely due to the nonparabolicity of the exciton dispersion
which was not included in the estimates [66].
Figures 7(a) and 7(c) show the calculated IMX transport
distance and energy shift vs delay time for all magnetic
fields. The theoretical simulations are in qualitative agreement
with the experimental data. The spatially averaged diffusion
coefficient D plotted in Fig. 7(b) exhibits a similar dependence
as the experimentally extracted D ∗ in Fig. 3(c). The evolution
of the IMX density n(r,t) from Eq. (1) shows that D ∗ ≈ D +
μx nu0 . The experimentally measured expansion of the exciton
PL cloud is determined by both exciton drift and diffusion,
whereas the simulations allow separately addressing exciton
diffusion. Quantitative differences between the experimental
data [Fig. 3(c)] and the simulations [Fig. 7(b)] include a
faster saturation behavior in the experiment. The quantitative
differences partly are related to the difference between D
and D ∗ , however the approximations used in the model, in
particular neglecting the population kinetics of higher LL
IMX states, imply that a more accurate model is needed
for quantitative comparisons with experiment. The theoretical
model also shows a higher blueshift in IMX PL energy at
the origin due to the suppression of IMX transport at higher
magnetic fields [compare Fig. 5(d) to Fig. 7(d)].
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the calculated IMX transport
distance and energy shift vs delay time for high and low
laser excitation powers at B = 3 T. The calculations show
longer transport distances and higher-energy shifts at higher
laser power, consistent with the experiment [compare Fig. 6 to
Fig. 8].
We note that IX PL intensity is suppressed in the excitation
spot region during the excitation pulse due to the laser-induced
heating of IXs resulting in a lowering of the radiative zone
occupation [5,8,9,16,56]. After the excitation pulse termination, IXs cool down, and the IX PL intensity increases at the
excitation spot region a few nanoseconds after the excitation
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pulse ends [9]. This results in the apparent reduction kink in R
[Fig. 7(a)] (the kink is not observed in the experiment within
the experimental resolution). An enhancement of R after the
excitation pulse termination also is observed in the simulations
[Figs. 7(a) and 8(a)], consistent with the experiment [compare
Fig. 6(a) to Fig. 8(a)]. This enhancement of the IMX transport
distance is consistent with a better screening of the QW
disorder potential by colder IMXs. Inclusion of the population
kinetics of higher LL IMX states and their effect on R is the
subject of future work.

found to anticorrelate with the IMX transport distance. This
was attributed to an accumulation of repulsively interacting
IMXs near their generation site due to the suppression of
IMX transport at high magnetic fields. Faster IMX transport
was observed at a higher laser excitation power. This was
attributed to IMX delocalization from the disorder potential
due to disorder screening at higher IMX densities. A theoretical
model of IMX transport is in agreement with the experiment.
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